Zurich, 19 March 2015

Top performance again
«The best money managers», was the headline of the latest performance ranking of
business magazine BILANZ’s most profitable investment portfolios from Switzerland
and Germany.
The fact that Helvetic Trust has been declared one of the best for the fifth time in a row
demonstrates an investment strategy with a long track record.
For the first time the ranking measured performance not only over 12 months, but also
over 36 months. And Helvetic Trust emerges as a clear winner. In the 12-month benchmark and also in the 36-month benchmark, Helvetic Trust takes first place in the «dynamic» risk category.
And, in the 36-month long-term comparison, it came fourth in the «conservative» risk
category.
This track record of being among the top performers in BILANZ’s ranking for the fifth
time is an achievement of which we are proud. And our long-term consistency was worthy
of a report in the business magazine BILANZ that stretched to several pages (see subsequent pages).
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From left: Kay Fischer, Marina Vujevic and Kaspar Grob
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The champions of returns
The returns from real customer portfolios of asset managers have been assessed exclusively for BILANZ. They reveal huge differences.
Two simple figures say it all: 37 per cent loss
or 61 per cent profit – this is the huge difference between the best and the worst money
managers.
Anyone looking for an asset manager should
therefore check very carefully to whom they are
entrusting their money before they make a
selection. The BILANZ ranking helps with this
process and classifies the best money managers into four risk categories.
Hauck & Aufhäuser, BHF Trust, Commerzbank
and Helvetic Trust are the winners in the four
categories, measured over the past three calendar years. Based on the Sharpe ratio, they
have achieved the highest returns in relation to
the level of risk incurred.
Zurich asset manager, Helvetic Trust, is the
winner in the highest risk category and has
achieved the best performance of all portfolios
tested over three years, namely 61.26 per
cent.
The Helvetic Trust portfolio shows impressive
consistency. In addition to being the winner
over three years, it was also best in its category over one and two calendar years.
Helvetic Trust has its offices on the busy Uraniastrasse in central Zurich, right next to the
Limmat River. From here Kaspar Grob, founder
and Chairman of the Board of Directors, Kay
Fischer, Chief Investment Officer, and Marina
Vujevic invest globally in equities and according

to their own information and have over one
billion Swiss francs under their management.
They operate both a sector and a country portfolio for securities accounts. The latter portfolio
is based on exchange traded funds (ETF),
which broadly speaking track a stock market
index. "We are currently investing in Europe,
including Germany, as well as in India and
South Korea", explains Kay Fischer. "As oil importers, they benefit from the low price of black
gold". A third of the portfolio assets are invested in these national ETFs.
The majority of the rest is invested in the industry portfolio. Firstly, the most promising sectors
in the Global Industry Classification (GICS) are
identified. The GICS classifies listed companies
in ten different industry groups or sectors. The
ten GICS sectors are individually analysed and
assessed. This is done partly by an external
service provider, the company Spectral Analytics based in a suburb of Geneva, which has a
50 per cent weighting in investment decisions.
Well-informed sector selection
The remaining weighting is the responsibility of
a 5-strong investment committee. Fischer is
joined on the committee by Chairman Grob,
investment expert Vujevic and two other employees of Helvetic Trust. Each of the five has a
ten per cent weighting in investment decisions.
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Spectral Analytics assesses different quantitative factors such as cash flows in and out of a
sector and analyses equity price patterns over
the past 40 years. Price time series are statistically analysed in order to gauge potential future investor behaviour.
"This is based on the theory that certain human
behavioural patterns repeat themselves," says
Kay Fischer.
Once a month the investment committee examines specific criteria on a standardised basis.
These include valuation indicators such as a
sector’s price-earnings ratio or average operating profit margins. These are compared with
the market as a whole. Thus at 15 per cent, the
information technology sector currently has a
higher operating profit margin than the market
as a whole (11 per cent). "This is has some
positive influence on the valuation of this sector", says Fischer.
Based on the results of the analysis, the ten

sectors are divided into three risk categories:
high risk, market neutral and low risk. "We do
not invest at all in the three or four riskiest
sectors", explains Kay Fischer. Currently, these
are the energy, finance, telecoms and utilities
sectors. "We do not invest in financial equities
because they are stuck in a long-term bear
market". The same applies to telecom equities,
where company margins are still also under
pressure.
"There are no energy firms in our portfolio, because we expect energy prices to continue falling", says Fischer.
Four from 1,000
The fact that it does not invest at all in certain
sectors makes Helvetic Trust stand out from
many other professional investors, including
most funds for private investors.
These rarely deviate far from a benchmark
index and never completely exclude individual

12-month measurement period:
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sectors. They normally have only a slight overor underweighting in a specific sector compared to an index.
Once the breakdown into investment sectors is
clear, individual securities are selected. First of
all, these are filtered on a purely quantitative
basis. Only companies with a stock market
value of more than one billion francs are considered for investment. In addition, the equity
should rise more when the market in general is
climbing and fall less in a bear market than the
average equity. An equity’s momentum is also a
factor, in other words, how well the equity has
performed in the last three months. Using this
and seven other indicators, the equities – in
some cases more than 1,000 per sector – are
filtered until twenty to thirty stocks remain.
"Then a small group of us discuss which four or
five equities per sector to invest in", says Kay
Fischer.
Surprise equities
"On the investment committee we ensure that a
company can leverage a higher level trend",
says Kaspar Grob. Amongst these trends he
includes, for example, significantly increased
life expectancy and the improvement in income
structure in the emerging markets. "If we decide during our country analysis that we would
prefer to give Europe a higher weighting, we will
then choose a European company over a US
company when picking individual stocks",
Fischer adds.
Companies with a higher market capitalisation
tend to have a higher weighting in the portfolio.
Reports by bank analysts also impact on stock

selection. "Sometimes companies of which we
have no prior knowledge emerge as a result of
the filter process", says Fischer. These recently
included Salmar, a Norwegian fish farm mainly
producing salmon, and Pilgrim’s Pride, a US
chicken producer. "We are fairly cautious about
such equities, but if our analysis gives a positive verdict, then we add them to the portfolio
in a low weighting", says Fischer. If things go
well, the amount invested may be increased at
a later date.

In total Helvetica Trust invests in a
concentrated portfolio of 40 to 50
equities.
Overall, Helvetic Trust invests in a concentrated portfolio of 40 to 50 equities. The individual stocks also impact on fund performance. "Around 40 per cent of portfolio return is
attributable to the correct stock selection and
60 per cent to the correct sector weighting",
says Fischer.
Helvetic Trust puts a huge amount of work
into selecting individual equities and country
ETFs. The investment process may therefore
seem slightly top-heavy. People such as
Fischer, Vujevic and Grob, who deal with these
issues every day, obviously gain an all-round
perspective. This is proved by Helvetic Trust’s
excellent performance and consistency over
the past three years.
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36-month measurement period:

The test – firstly portfolios were tested in relation to risk.
Real customer portfolios were tested exclusively for BILANZ. For the fourth time BILANZ, together with German controlling and consulting company, Firstfive, and Swiss company, Portfolio Consulting Rating, carried
out a test of asset managers. The asset managers enter their portfolios into the competition. They always
have to provide all transaction documentation. This documentation is evaluated by Firstfive, which has
been analysing customer portfolios in Germany for more than a decade.
Return vs. Risk The data from 97 portfolios is analysed for BILANZ. Swiss asset managers and asset managers with a Swiss branch are eligible to take part. When determining ranking, their performance in relation to risk incurred is key: this is expressed technically using the Sharpe ratio, which considers returns
relative to fluctuations in portfolio value, measured statistically based on volatility. This produces winners
in four risk categories, from ”conservative” to ”dynamic”. The portfolio risk level is classified based on the
actual historical price fluctuations of the equities in the portfolio. The risk category assigned in the test may
therefore differ from the risk category declared by the asset managers themselves.
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